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Our Process

Our signature style brings the finest fabrics into combination with ethically sourced timbers. And with no two pieces of wood ever alike, it’s only natural that unique materials should be paired to unique designs. Of course, turning that vision into reality requires expert craftsmen too.

To us, excellence in one area demands the same in all others. It means our quest for improvement is never ending, but how could it be otherwise?

Design
Lyndon furniture doesn’t begin with sketches, but with inspiration. It could be a childhood memory or a brush with nature - the source doesn’t matter. What matters is the tangible sense of life our designers breathe into their work.

Timber Frame
Ethically sourced timber is a natural fit for us in every sense. We use our skill as craftsmen and experience as engineers to create a quality structure that will endure time.

Upholstery
Our master upholsterers use time-honoured techniques with 21 century precision to ensure our furniture leave the workshop not only beautifully made, but a joy to sit in.
Described as ‘islands in the sky’, mesas are a bridge between worlds. So it’s only fitting that the Maysa family should be warm and welcoming as well as strong and sleek - the composite foam upper complementing the legs’ sense of unshakable poise.

Inspired by nature
Whether used in a reception area or a breakout space, your furniture has two roles to play: to invite and to inspire. As elegant as they are generous, Maysa's proportions are designed to draw you into the room, then draw out your best.
The Maysa family’s modular design provides a beautiful solution to any number of needs. Integrate a variety of seating options with handcrafted, timber tables to create spaces that serve their purpose whilst looking stunning.
Maysa’s upholstery exudes a certain softness which has been designed to contrast against the angular slim-line timber frame, whilst retaining high levels of engineered ergonomic comfort.

The generously proportioned arms, combined with panels and seams that flow around the body, accentuate the curvature and overall rotundness of the body of Maysa, creating a form that commands attention in any room.
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Specifications

Maysa Sofas

Maysa Modular

Maysa Tables
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Maysa Specifications

Maysa Modular Corner

Maysa Modular Large Single Arm Sofa

Maysa Modular Chaise Right-Hand

Maysa Modular Non-Arm

Maysa Armchair

Maysa Modular Corner Table

Maysa Modular Chaise Left-Hand

Maysa Large Sofa

Maysa Coffee Table 860mm

Maysa Coffee Table 1360mm

Maysa Modular Chaise Right-Hand Sitting

Maysa Modular Large Single Arm Sofa Right-Hand Sitting

Maysa Modular Chaise Left-Hand Sitting

Maysa Large Sofa Right-Hand Sitting

Maysa Modular Corner Table 860mm

Maysa Modular Corner Table 1360mm

Maysa Modular Chaise Left-Hand

Maysa Large Sofa Left-Hand Sitting

Maysa Modular Corner Table 860mm

Maysa Modular Corner Table 1360mm

Maysa Modular Chaise Right-Hand

Maysa Large Sofa Right-Hand Sitting

Maysa Modular Corner Table 860mm

Maysa Modular Corner Table 1360mm